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Multi-Dimensional Validation of a Maximum-Entropy-Based
Interpolative Moment Closure

Boone R. Tensuda1, James G. McDonald2 and Clinton P.T. Groth1

1Institute for Aerospace Studies, University of Toronto, 4925 Dufferin Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
2Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Ottawa, 161 Louis Pasteur, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Abstract. The performance of a novel maximum-entropy-based 14-moment interpolative closure is examined for multi-
dimensional flows via validation of the closure for several established benchmark problems. Despite its consideration of heat
transfer, this 14-moment closure contains closed-form expressions for the closing fluxes, unlike the maximum-entropy models on
which it is based. While still retaining singular behaviour in some regions of realizable moment space, the interpolative closure
proves to have a large region of hyperbolicity while remaining computationally tractable. Furthermore, the singular nature has
been shown to be advantageous for practical simulations. The multi-dimensional cases considered here include Couette flow, heat
transfer between infinite parallel plates, subsonic flow past a circular cylinder, and lid-driven cavity flow. The 14-moment predic-
tions are compared to analytical, DSMC, and experimental results as well the results of other closures. For each case, a range of
Knudsen numbers are explored in order to assess the validity and accuracy of the closure in different regimes. For Couette flow and
heat transfer between flat plates, it is shown that the closure predictions are consistent with the expected analytical solutions in all
regimes. In the cases of flow past a circular cylinder and lid-driven cavity flow, the closure is found to give more accurate results
than the related lower-order maximum-entropy Gaussian and maximum-entropy-based regularized Gaussian closures. The ability
to predict important non-equilibrium phenomena, such as a counter-gradient heat flux, is also established.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Moment closure techniques [1, 2, 3, 4] are potentially both more robust and computationally lower-cost methods for
simulating non-equilibrium transition-regime flows, relative to other approaches. These techniques provide approxi-
mate solutions to the Boltzmann equation in terms of solutions to a finite system of partial differential equations, which
themselves represent transport of velocity moments of the particle phase-space distribution function. The system is
closed by assuming a certain form of this distribution function. Since the method does not model particles directly
and is of lower dimensionality compared to the Boltzmann equation, it has reduced computational cost relative to the
discretized Boltzmann equation and direct-simulation Monte Carlo technique (DSMC) [5, 6].

A hierarchy of moment closures having a number of desirable properties has been derived based on the max-
imization of thermodynamic entropy [7, 8, 9]. Not only are these closures physically intuitive and mathematically
elegant, but they have several practical advantages over traditional closures, such as those resulting from the Grad or
Chapman-Enskog methods. The purely hyperbolic and first-order quasilinear nature of these moment closures presents
numerical advantages which extend into both the transition and continuum regimes [1, 10]. These hyperbolic systems
are less sensitive to grid irregularities, and only require evaluating first derivatives, which means that an extra order
of spatial accuracy can often be gained using the same stencil. Furthermore, the maximum-entropy closures are not
based on an expansion about the equilibrium distribution, and are therefore potentially more robust.

Unfortunately, complications encountered when considering closures of this type that contain a treatment for
higher-order moments, such as heat transfer, have severely limited their use for general non-equilibrium flows. More
specifically, the closing fluxes found based on the maximization of entropy cease to have a closed and continuous
form. Nevertheless, a new, interpolative-type, maximum-entropy-based 14-moment closure has been proposed by
McDonald and Torrilhon [11], based on previous ideas by McDonald and Groth [1], that successfully navigates the
aforementioned problems. This closure has been applied to model internal shock structure, and it was found that it
could do so without developing sub-shocks, even at high Mach numbers [11]. This study presents a further validation
of this novel closure method for a range of multi-dimensional non-equilibrium flows.
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Background
This section will review important concepts relevant to moment closures and introduce the notation used herein.
The expected number of particles at a certain time, t, within an infinitesimal volume confined by, xi to xi + d3xi,
and velocity vi to vi + d3vi, is F (xi, vi, t) d3xi d3vi, where F (xi, vi, t) is the phase-space distribution function [2].
Common macroscopic engineering values can be computed from the phase-space distribution function by taking
velocity moments. Some pertinent moments and their corresponding weightings are as follows:

ρ = 〈mF 〉, ui = 〈mviF 〉 ρ, p = 〈mciciF /3〉 , qi =
〈
mcic jc jF /2

〉
, r =

〈
mcicic jc jF /15

〉
Pi j = 〈mcic jF 〉, Qi jk = 〈mcic jckF 〉, Ri jkl = 〈mcic jckclF 〉, S i jklm = 〈mcic jckclcmF 〉,

where ρ is the density, ui is the bulk velocity, ci = vi − ui, is the random velocity, p is the hydrostatic pressure, Pi j is
the anisotropic pressure tensor, Qi jk is the heat-flux tensor, qi is the heat-flux vector, Ri jkl and r are the fourth-order
and contracted fourth-order moments, respectively, and S i jklm is the fifth-order moment. The notation 〈·〉 represents
integration over all velocity space.

The evolution of the general phase-space distribution function in time and space is described by the Boltzmann
equation. Moments of each term in the Boltzmann equation can be taken to obtain a transport equation for the cor-
responding macroscopic quantity. In general, a set of N transport equations can be found by defining a vector of N
velocity weights, W(N) = m[W0,W1,W2, . . . ,WN]T. The resulting transport equations, known as Maxwell’s equations
of change, are

∂

∂t
〈W(N)F 〉 +

∂

∂xi
〈viW(N)F 〉 =

〈
W(N) δF

δt

〉
. (1)

In this study the collision term, 〈W(N)δF /δt〉, is modeled using the relaxation time approximations, Bhatnagar-Gross-
Krook (BGK) and Ellipsoidal-Statistical (ES-BGK) [12]; unless otherwise stated the BGK simplification is used. It
should be noted that the flux dyad, ∂〈viW(N)F 〉/∂xi, always contains moments of one higher order than the solution
vector, ∂〈W(N)F 〉/∂t, and thus the equation system is not closed. In order to close the system the phase-space distri-
bution function must be restricted to an assumed form, which has the same number of degrees of freedom as there are
moments in the solution vector.

Maximum-Entropy Closures
The maximum-entropy closure technique assumes a phase-space distribution function which maximizes thermody-
namic entropy, and is therefore the most probable distribution, while remaining consistent with a given set of moments.
To attain this distribution two constraints are considered, firstly, the distribution function must be consistent with the
moments in the solution vector, referred to as M(N), and secondly the distribution must maximize thermodynamic en-
tropy. After considering a Lagrange multipliers optimization technique, the resulting form of the distribution function
is F = eα

TW(N)
[8]. The values of the Lagrange multipliers or coefficients, α, are chosen such that the distribution

function is consistent with the known moments. For higher-order closures, when W contains super-quadratic velocity
weights, the moment integrals cannot be expressed in closed form. In this case, the coefficients must be found by
solving the associated so-called maximum-entropy problem [8].

This problem requires an iterative numeric integration procedure to generate the distribution function and closing
fluxes, and therefore significant numerical expense is added; this is often prohibitive. However, a new interpolation
technique has been proposed to navigate these issues [1, 11], which will be discussed in the following section. Fur-
thermore, regions in physically realizable moment space develop, including the equilibrium state, within which the
maximum-entropy problem cannot be solved. In these regions the approximate distribution does not remain bounded
[13], leading to a singularity in the closing flux. In practical implementations, this issue has been shown to be both
computationally manageable and advantageous in terms of solution accuracy [11].

14-MOMENT INTERPOLATIVE CLOSURE

The velocity weighting vector used to generate the 14-moment closure is, W = m[1, vi, viv j, viv jv j, viviv jv j]. This
velocity weighting vector is substituted into Maxwell’s equations of change (Equation 1), resulting in a set of 14-
moment equations for a three-dimensional monatomic gas,

∂U
∂t

+
∂Fk

∂xk
= S, (2)
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where U is the vector of conserved variables, Fk is the flux dyad, and S is the source vector resulting from inter-particle
collisions, which is found using the ES-BGK operator. These vectors are

U =


ρ

ρui

ρuiu j + Pi j

ρuiu ju j + uiP j j + 2u jPi j + Qi j j

ρuiuiu ju j + 2uiuiP j j + 4uiu jPi j + 4uiQi j j + Rii j j


, (3)

Fk =


ρuk

ρuiuk + Pik

ρuiu juk + uiP jk + u jPik + ukPi j + Qi jk

ρuiuku ju j + uiukP j j + 2uiu jP jk + 2u jukPi j + u ju jPik + uiQk j j + ukQi j j + 2u jQi jk + Rik j j

ρukuiuiu ju j + 2ukuiuiP j j + 4uiuiu jP jk + 4uiu jukPi j + 2uiuiQk j j + 4uiukQi j j + 4uiu jQi jk + 4uiRik j j + ukRii j j + S kii j j


, (4)

S =



0
0

(3τ)−1(δi jPkk − 3Pi j)
(3τ)−1

[
2ui(δi jPkk − 3Pi j) − 6uiP jk − 3PrQi j j

]
(3τ)−1

{
1
ρPr

[
(3Pr2 + 4Pr − 2)PiiP j j + 6(Pr − 1)2P2

i j
]
− 3PrRii j j − 12PruiQi j j + 4uiu j

(
δi jPkk − 3Pi j

) }


, (5)

where τ is a characteristic relaxation time scale and Pr is the Prandtl number. Setting Pr=1 recovers the BGK operator.
The moments, Qi jk, Ri jkk, and S i j jkk in the flux vector must be approximated to close the system. It has been

shown that when considering super-quadratic velocity weightings, the maximum-entropy problem and associated
closing flux ceases to have a closed-form solution, and a very expensive numerical procedure is required. In order to
circumvent this problem, the interpolative closure of McDonald and Torrilhon [11] approximates the closing fluxes of
the equivalent maximum-entropy using closed-form expressions. For convenience the realizable space is mapped to
a new variable, σ. In the case of the 14-moment closure, σ is related to the known moments such that the following
equality is satisfied,

Rii j j =
1
σ

Qkii(P−1)klQl j j +
2(1 − σ)P jiPi j + PiiP j j

ρ
σ ∈ [0, 1]. (6)

Expressions for the closing fluxes as a function of known moments, ρ, ui, Pi j, Qi j j, and Rii j j, can then be postulated
using the interpolative method, which is fully described by McDonald and Torrilhon [11]. The resulting closing fluxes
are

Qi jk =
Pil(P2) jk + Pkl(P2)i j + P jl(P2)ik

Plm(P2)αα + 2(P3)lm
Qmnn, Ri jkk =

1
σ

Qi jl(P−1)lmQmkk +
2(1 − σ)PikPk j + Pi jPkk

ρ
, (7)

S i j jkk =
QnppQm j jQikl

σ2PknPlm
+ 2σ

1
2

P j jQikk

ρ
+ (1 − σ

1
2 )Wi jQmnn, (8)

where

Wi j =
Pil(Pαα)3 + 6Pil(P3)αα + 7(P2)αα(P2)il + 10Pαα(P3)il + 10(P4)il − (P2)ααPββOil − 3(Pαα)2(P2)il

ρPlm(P2)αα + 2(P3)lm
. (9)

The 14-moment equation system presented above is solved on multi-block quadrilateral grids in two-dimensions
using a second-order, Godunov-type, finite-volume scheme. Both a semi-implicit and fully-implicit (via a Newton-
Krylov-Schwarz (NKS) method) time marching technique were used [14, 15]. For this preliminary study, solid-wall
boundary conditions based on standard Knudsen-layer analysis [10] are used. Although a full analysis of the proposed
approximate boundary conditions and resulting Knudsen layers, similar to that considered in [16] for a regularized
13-moment system, has not been conducted, the procedure proved adequate for obtaining the first multi-dimensional
solutions of the 14-moment closure presented here and future follow-on studies will explore the question of boundary
condition in more detail. The technique requires that the internal phase-space distribution be known; however, for the
14-moment interpolative closure, analytical expressions for the internal distribution in terms of the known moments
are not available. To avoid a numerical treatment and arrive at analytical expressions for the boundary conditions of
the closure, in this study a Grad-like perturbative expansion applied to the Gaussian distribution function (the 10-
moment maximum-entropy solution) has been used as the interior distribution [17]. The resulting expressions, where
the solid-wall is oriented with a normal in the negative x-direction towards the interior of the fluid domain, are:
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nKn =
(2 −A)

2
√
πP3/2

xx m

√πρP3/2
xx −

√
2

5
Dx
√
ρ
(
P2

xy + P2
xx

) +
Anw

2
, uxKn = 0, (10)

uyKn =
−3(2 −A) n

2
√
πP5/2

xx ρ
3nKn

{ √
2

15
ρ5/2Pxx

(
DxP2

xxuy − 5PxxPxy + DxP2
xyuy

)
−

√
π

3
ρ3P5/2

xx uy +
√

2E
√
ρPxy

(
P2

xx + P2
xy

) (
P2

xx + 4PxxPyy − 3P2
xy

) }
+
Anw

2nKn
uwy,

(11)

PxyKn =
(2 −A)

2
√
πρ2P3/2

xx

{ √
2

5
ρ3/2

[
DyP3

xx + DxP2
xxPxy + PxxPxy

(
DyPxy + 2DxPyy

)
− DxP3

xy

]
−
√

2ρ5/2P2
xx

(
uyKn − uy

)
+
√
πρ2P3/2

xx Pxy

+ 3
√

2E
√
ρ
(
P2

xx + P2
xy

)2 (
uyKn − uy

) }
−A

√
nwρwkTw

2π

(
uwy − uyKn

)
,

(12)

QxiiKn =
9 (2 −A) ρ

2
√
πρ4P5/2

xx

{
2
√
π

15
Dxρ

2P9/2
xx −

1
3

P5
xx(Pyy + Pzz) +

8
√
π

45
ρ2P5/2

xx

[
1
4

Dx(P2
yy + P2

zz) + Pxy

(
−

5
4
ρuyKn +

5
4
ρuy +

1
2

DyPyy

)
+ DxP2

xy

]
+

4
√
π

45
Dyρ

2P7/2
xx Pxy

+

√
2

9
ρ7/2P3

xx(uyKn − uy)2 −

√
2

3
Eρ3/2Pxx(P2

xx + P2
xy)2(uyKn − uy)2 +

2
√

2
45

ρ5/2Pxx

[
− PxxPxy

(
Pxy

(
DyuyKn − Dyuy −

5
2

)
+ 2DxPyy(uyKn − uy)

)
+ P2

xx

(
−DxPxy

(
uyKn − uy

)
+

5
2

Pyy +
5
2

Pzz

)
+ P3

xyDx(uyKn − uy) + P3
xx

(
5 + Dy(uy − uyKn)

) ]
+
√

2
√
ρE

[
2P6

xx + P6
xy +

1
3

P4
xx(19P2

xy + 4P2
yy + 4P2

zz)

+
8
3

P2
xxP2

xy

(
1
2

P2
zz +

3
2

P2
yy + P2

xy

)
+ 2P3

xxP2
xy

(
Pyy −

1
3

Pzz

)
− 3PxxP4

xy(Pyy +
1
9

Pzz)
]}
−
Aρw

√
kTw

√
2πm3/2

[
m(uyKn − uyw)2 + 4kTw

]
,

(13)

where the values of Di and E are determined through the relations,

qi =
1

5ρ

[
P2

jkDi + 2PikP jkD j
]
, and E =

5ρ3

8

r −
(
PiiP j j + 2P2

i j

)
/15ρ[

P2
ikP2

jl + 2PikPilP jkP jl
] , (14)

where A is the accommodation coefficient, and uwy and Tw are the wall velocity and temperature, respectively. An
interesting result of the formulated boundary conditions is the coupling between the shear stress, Pxy, and heat flux,
Qxii and Qyii. The fully-implicit NKS solver helps to manage the resulting large non-linearity, particularly in the
transition regime.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Couette Flow and Heat Transfer
The Couette flow case which has been studied consists of two parallel, fully-accommodating, plates moving in op-
posite directions at a velocity, Uw, of 30 m s−1 in the x-direction. The gas between the plates is argon with standard
atmospheric free stream density of 1.225 kgm−3 and pressure of 101.325 kPa, and therefore a temperature of 397.37 K.
The temperature of the plates, Tw, is 397.37 K to ensure minimal heat transfer between the plates and internal gas.
The results for the normalized flow velocity, ux/Uw, and shear stress, normalized with respect to the free-molecular
value, for a wide range of Knudsen numbers are shown in Figure 1. These computed values are compared with results
found using the Gaussian closure [1], a 10-moment maximum-entropy closure, and an analytical solution developed
by Lees [18]. It is evident that the predicted values of the 14-moment closure are in very good agreement with those
of the Gaussian closure and Lees solution throughout the continuum, transition, and free-molecular regimes.

In the case of heat transfer between infinite flat plates the plates are stationary and the upper and lower plate
temperatures have been set to 407.37 K and 387.37 K, respectively; resulting in a temperature difference of 20 K
between the plates. The results are presented in Figure 2, including a comparison of the BGK and ES-BGK collision
operators. The wall temperature has been normalized as, T ∗ = (T − Tm)/(Tw − Tm), where T is the temperature of
the gas adjacent to the wall and Tm is the gas temperature midway between the plates. The heat flux between the
plates has been normalized with respect to the free-molecular heat flux [19]. The results are compared to the free-
molecular solution, the continuum NSF solution, and the NSF solution with temperature jump boundary conditions
[19]. Overall the results from the 14-moment interpolative closure with the ES-BGK collision operator are in very
good agreement with the analytic NSF solution with slip boundary conditions, and agree with the continuum and
free-molecular solutions at low and high Knudsen numbers, respectively.

Subsonic Flow Past a Circular Cylinder
Subsonic flow past a circular cylinder is considered for several Knudsen numbers spanning the transition regime
and two speed ratios, S , of 0.027 and 0.107. For comparison, simulations were also carried out using the Gaussian
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FIGURE 1: Normalized flow velocity at the plate as a function of Knudsen number (left). Normalized shear stress
between the plates with respect to Knudsen number (right).

FIGURE 2: Results for heat transfer between infinite flat plates showing normalized temperature at the wall (left) and
heat flux between the plates as a function of Knudsen number (right). The improvements in accuracy from the ES-BGK
model relative to the BGK model are clear.

closure [1, 14] and the regularized Gaussian closure [1, 20], which is a 10-moment maximum-entropy closure with
added approximations for heat flux. In Figure 3 (a), the predicted values of the drag coefficient, cd, are compared with
experimental values found by Coudeville et al. [21]. Although these experimental values were found for air, they are
expected to be very similar to those of argon due to their similar viscosity. The values of drag coefficient predicted by
the 14-moment closure are in excellent agreement with those of the Gaussian closure and experiment for the lower
Knudsen number cases of Kn=0.01 and Kn=0.1. This was anticipated since the contributions of heat transfer are small.
As the free-molecular regime is approached the predicted drag coefficients for the closure methods begin to diverge.
However, the 14-moment closure seems to follow the trends of the experimental results more closely than the Gaussian
closure. This is expected since the 14-moment closure considers a higher number of moments, and thus should remain
valid to a higher Knudsen number. These results are promising as they not only validate the 14-moment closure at
low Knudsen numbers, but also show its improved predictive capabilities at higher Knudsen numbers. Aside from an
improvement in drag prediction, the 14-moment closure was also able to predict the non-equilibrium phenomena of
temperature polarization and counter-gradient heat flux. This effect can be seen in Figure 3 (c) where the temperature
contours and heat-flux streamlines around the cylinder at Kn=1 are shown. It is observed that the heat flux is oriented
in the opposite direction to that expected based on Fourier’s law. This effect has been previously observed when
considering flows in the transition regime, such as in analytical solutions for flow around a sphere by Torrilhon [22].
The 14-moment closure’s ability to predict this phenomenon is very promising, as it is not predicted by lower-order
maximum-entropy closures such as the 10-moment Gaussian closure or maximum-entropy-based closures such as the
regularized Gaussian closure (see Figure 3 (b)).
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 3: (a) Comparison of predicted drag coefficients found using the 14-moment and Gaussian closures and
experimental values for air [21]. Temperature contours and heat-flux streamlines for subsonic flow past a circular
cylinder at Kn=1 found by solving the (b) regularized Gaussian and (c) 14-moment closures.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIGURE 4: Mach number contours and velocity streamlines for the (a) 14-moment and (b) NSF solutions, and tem-
perature contours and heat-flux streamlines for the (c) 14-moment and (d) NSF solutions of the lid-driven cavity at
Kn=0.001.

Lid-Driven Cavity Flow
Finally, the case of lid-driven cavity flow, with a lid velocity of U = 50 m s−1, is considered. The square cavity
contains argon with a temperature of 273 K. The wall temperatures are set equivalent to the initial gas temperature.
Solutions are found in the continuum, Kn=0.001, and transition, Kn=0.1, regimes. These solutions are compared to
results found using the NSF equations, for the continuum regime case, and the regularized Gaussian closure and a
DSMC solution found by John, Gu, and Emerson [23], for the transition regime case. Note that the computational cost
of solving moment equations is on the same order of magnitude as the NSF equations (the computational costs of the
14-moment closure is estimated to be only about 2-4 time more than that of the usual NSF model) and at least 2-3
orders of magnitude less expensive than the more mature DSMC methods [24], particularly for low-Mach-number and
transition-regime flows. In the DSMC study, a variable hard sphere collision model is used. This may lead to some
discrepancies with the 14-moment results, for which the BGK collision model is used. The resulting Mach number
and temperature profiles for the Kn=0.001 case can be seen in Figure 4. The Mach number contours and velocity
stream lines show good agreement, as expected. The temperature profiles are also in fair agreement for both solution
techniques, showing an overall uniform temperature distribution, as expected in this regime.

Figure 5 displays the results of the transition regime, Kn=0.1, case for the regularized Gaussian closure, 14-
moment closure, and DSMC results. Since heat flux is no longer negligible at this Knudsen number, the heat-flux
streamlines are now overlaid on the temperature contours. Furthermore, the shear stress now becomes significant,
and is plotted as well. The Mach number contours all display velocity slip at the lid as anticipated, however the slip
seems to be slightly over-predicted in the regularized Gaussian solution, and thus the 14-moment solution is in better
agreement with the DSMC results. The 14-moment solution’s shear stress predictions are also in better agreement
with the DSMC results. However, there is an over-prediction of shear stress adjacent to the lid surface. This is likely
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 5: (a) Mach number contours and velocity streamlines, (b) shear stress contours, and (c) temperature con-
tours and heat-flux streamlines for the regularized Gaussian closure (top), 14-moment closure (middle) and DSMC
solutions (bottom) of the lid-driven cavity at Kn=0.1 [23, 25].

a result of deficiencies in the boundary condition, as opposed to the closure system itself.
Both the 14-moment closure and DSMC method predict a high-temperature region in the top right corner, and

a low-temperature region in the top left corner, however the absolute temperature values are much larger for the 14-
moment results. This low-temperature region is a consequence of gas cooling by expansion and the high-temperature
region results from viscous dissipation [23, 25]. The regularized Gaussian closure predicts both high-temperature
and low-temperature areas in each corner, which is inconsistent with the DSMC results. Interestingly, both the 14-
moment closure technique and DSMC method predict a counter-gradient heat flux, similar to that seen in the cylinder
case (Figure 3 (c)). It is noteworthy that despite the inclusion of heat transfer in the regularized Gaussian closure, it
cannot reproduce the counter-gradient heat flux (see Figure 5 (c)), whereas a regularized version of the 13-moment
Grad equations has been shown to reproduce these expected effects by Rana et al. [24]. The results of Figure 5 pro-
vide further demonstration of the relative importance and complexity of heat-transfer phenomena in non-equilibrium
transport.

CONCLUSION

A new, 14-moment, maximum-entropy-based, interpolative closure has been investigated and employed to solve a
variety of canonical two-dimensional flow problems. Solutions were obtained for Couette flow, heat transfer between
infinite flat plates, subsonic flow past a circular cylinder and lid-driven cavity flow. The Couette flow and heat transfer
cases had excellent agreement with analytic solutions, and in the latter case the ES-BGK collision operator was found
to significantly increase accuracy. The circular cylinder results showed a drag prediction for low Knudsen numbers
which is consistent with the experimental values and Gaussian closure, as well as an improved prediction of drag for
high-Knudsen-number flows. The phenomena of counter-gradient heat flux was also observed. The 14-moment results
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for the continuum lid-driven cavity flow were in good agreement with the NSF solution. Furthermore, the 14-moment
closure was successful in predicting the presence of expansion cooling and viscous heating, as well as a counter-
gradient heat flux, in the transition regime, which was also observed in a DSMC solution. Overall this study, one of the
first for the maximum-entropy-based 14-moment interpolative closure for multi-dimensional flows, has demonstrated
the closures promise due to: 1) its improved predictive capabilities and ability to predict non-equilibrium phenomena,
such as counter-gradient heat flux, as compared to other similar closures; and 2) its significantly lower computational
costs compared with DSMC and direct discretization methods applied to the Boltzmann equation.
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